RICHARD M. ARON AND PABLO GALINDO
E x F has a separately weak-* continuous extension to E" x F" if and only if the linear mapping A\ (and hence A]) from E -*• F is weakly compact. (This property has also been studied in recent years by Saab and Saab [16] among others.) This property, also called Arens regularity, was exploited in [6] to examine the homomorphisms on the Banach algebra H°°([/ E ), where U E is the closed unit ball of E, as well as in [8] in connection with the Frechet algebra H b (E) of all holomorphic functions on E which are bounded on balls. (We refer to [11] for general background on holomorphic functions on infinite dimensional spaces, and to [13] for background on locally convex topologies.)
Here, we study the following generalized form of Arens regularity: An m-linear mapping A e £ ( " £ , , . . . , E m ) is said to be regular if every mapping A\ (i -1,..., m) is weakly compact. (Recall that a mapping g is said to be weakly compact if every point in the domain of g has a neighbourhood with relatively weakly compact image.) If every A 6 £( m £) is regular, E is said to be m-regular. In this note, we study this property, obtaining several equivalent conditions as well as some applications to function theory on E. Among other things, we will obtain a non-linear version of the factorization theorem of Davis, Figiel, Johnson and Pefczynski ([10, Lemma 3 p. 227]) for m-regular mappings.
In our discussion, we will have frequent occasion to use the notional convention .
( '?. to mean that the ith coordinate is not involved. For example, we have already employed this by writing £0"~'£,,.
( '?. , E m ) to denote £( m~' £,,..., £,-_,, £,•+,,.... £ J . It is trivial that every reflexive space is m-regular for every m e N. There are also examples of non-reflexive m-regular spaces for every m e N: By a classical result of Pelcyzriski (see [14] ) for every m e N, every m-linear form A on c 0 is weakly continuous (on bounded sets). Then one can prove, in an analogous way to that used in [9] for symmetric multilinear forms, that A\ is compact for all i = 1 m. Another (nonreflexive) example of an m-regular space for every m e N is the James space, Tj, modelled on the original Tsirelson's space T [7] . In fact, every A e £( m 7}') is weakly continuous on bounded sets: Indeed, no spreading model built on a normalised weakly null sequence in 7}' has a lower ^-estimate for any q < oo [7] . Then the arguments of Farmer ([12, 1.3 Thm.]) show that every multilinear form on 7}' is weakly sequentially continuous at the origin and a standard induction argument leads to weak sequential continuity at any point. Since Tj does not contain copies of €,, it follows that every multilinear form on T 3 is weakly continuous on bounded sets. Therefore, as in the case of c 0 , A\ is compact for all i = 1 , . . . , m.
There are also non-regular spaces, £, being the typical example ([6, p. 83]). Nevertheless, there are non-trivial regular bilinear forms on £ u such as A(x, y) = 53 Xjyj, where x = (x ; ) and y = (_y,) are in £,.
If £ is m-regular for some m > 2, then E is (m -l)-regular, and hence £ is regular. This will follow easily from the next theorem. To see this, let A e £( m "'£). Pick cf> e £' and z e £ such that </>(z)=l. also fulfills that condition. However, the converse is false, as the following example in [5] (see also [8] The following result gives a reasonably useful characterization of m-regularity. Note that £,«g>£ 2 denotes the completed projective tensor product of £, and E 2 . Proof. Since the dual of £,< §>.'P. <8>£ m is £(""'£,,.
( ?., £ J , the equivalence of conditions (1), (2) and (3) ( .°. x U E J. K t is a relatively weakly compact set in £•. Moreover, given x e £, and u, e £,, . 9 . , u m e E m , all of norm < 1, we have
By enlarging K, we may assume that /C, is absolutely convex and weakly compact. Therefore if ||MJ| <j for all k ^ i, we have
We denote by M° the polar of any set M in the dual pair (£;, £,) and by T(M) the absolutely convex hull of M. Consider
We apply Grothendieck's lemma ([10, Lemma 2 p. 227]) to show that L, c £J is weakly compact. Indeed, given e > 0 and jeN such that 1 <je, we have
, the last equality being true because the sum of two weak* compact sets is weak* closed. Now,
the last equality being true because of the convexity of r{U~,(;"""'K t U U E ,Jj)°). Suppose x, e L° for all i = 1 , . . . , m. We will show that \A(x lt ..., x m )| < 1. Since A is continuous, it suffices to prove that \A(x t ,..., x m )\ < 1 just for x, e r(U~1(;"" l /C,U U E '/j)°), i= 1, . . . , m . Adding zeros if necessary, we may suppose without loss of generality that x, = EJ=, a..,}',., where y Q e (y" 1 "'^, U U e Jj)° and ^, |a, y | < 1 for all j -1 , . . . , m. Then ,, . . . , X J = A / so it is enough to check that |. 
Let z e E? belong to the polar set of L, with respect to the dual pair (EJ, £•') and let {x t } fc6A be a net in E, converging to z in the Mackey topology n(E", £|) (such a net exists because £, is a w(£", £j)-dense convex subset which is of the same dual pair as the //(£", £|)-topology) ( 
Corollary 2. Let P : E -*• K be a continuous m-homogeneous polynomial. If the derivative dP : E -*• E' is weakly compact, then P is continuous for the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in E'. Moreover there is a reflexive Banach space Y, a continuous linear mapping T : E -*• Y and a polynomial Q : Y -> K such that
Proof. Let A be the symmetric w-linear mapping associated to P. Since dP(x)(u) -mA(u, x , . . . , x) for x, u e E, it follows that the unique (m -l)-linear symmetric form associated to the polynomial dP : E -• £' is mA l m _ } . By the polarization formula (see e.g. [11, 1.1.5]) the weak compactness of dP leads to the weak compactness of w/4^_,, so A is regular. A glance at condition (5) in the above theorem suffices to prove the continuity statement. The factorization result follows from the fact that in this case all the spaces Y t constructed in the proof of (5) =» (6) coincide. •
Corollary 3. (1) Let A e C( m E t ,..., E m ). Then A is weakly uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of £, x . . . x E m if and only if there are compact sets C, C E\ such that \A(x t
x j | < ||x, || Ci . . . ||x m \\ Cm for all x, 6 £ , , . . . , x m e E m .
(2) Let P : E -> K be a continuous m-homogeneous polynomial. Then P is weakly uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E if and only if there is a compact set C C E' such that |P(x)| < ||x||c for all x € E.
The proof of this result, due originally to E. Toma [17] , is a straightforward modification of the arguments used to prove Theorem 1. We note that the space of polynomials which are weakly uniformly continuous on bounded sets has proved useful in several situations (e.g. [6] and [9] ).
The following will be useful in the proof of Theorem 5, below.
Remark 4. (1) If
A is the symmetric m-linear mapping associated to a polynomial P : E -*• K, then the sets K { considered in the proof of (4) =» (5) 
x U E )), which is contained in [(m -1)""'/(»» -l)\m\r(dP(U E )).
(2) In the proof of (4) => (5) in Theorem 1, replacing K, by ccK t leads to a weakly compact set L,(a) = n"iO""~'a^, u Ugjj) 00 such that \A(x u . . . . x j | < a if x, e L,(<x)°f or all i = 1,..., m.
Theorem 5. Suppose E is a complex Banach space. Let f e H b (E). The following are equivalent:
(1) df : E -*• E' is weakly compact.
(2) There is a reflexive Banach space Y, a continuous linear mapping T : E -*• Y and a holomorphic function f e H b {Y) such thatf -f o T. (3) f is continuous for the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in E'. (4) / is uniformly continuous on bounded sets for the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in E'.
Proof. (3) => (4). Since continuous polynomials are uniformly continuous on bounded sets a n d / , as a function of bounded type, is the uniform limit on bounded sets of its Taylor series expansion around 0, it follows that / is \i{E"', £')| £ -uniformly continuous on bounded sets.
(4) =>• (1). We begin by proving the result in the case that / = P : E ->• C, an m-homogeneous polynomial, m e N. Let A be the symmetric m-linear mapping associated to P. By the polarization formula Since P is fi(E", £') IE uniformly continuous on bounded sets, given n e N, there is a weakly compact set K n c E' such that \A(x u ..., x m )\ < 1 if ||x, || < n,..., ||xj| < n and x, e K°n. Now let us see that P is continuous for the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in E'. This will follow a very similar pattern to the proof of (4) => (5) in Theorem 1. Consider the weakly compact subset of £', given by K = fXi(K n u U E ,/n)°°. Suppose x e K°. We will see that \P(x)\ < 1, and to do this it suffices to prove that |P(x)| < 1 only for all x e r{U~,(/C B U C/^/n) i.e. ||y,|| < n ; . Then P{x) = £>,,.. .<Xj m A(y h ,..., y jm ), so it is enough to check that \A(y h y jm )\ < 1 for any choice of j , ; m . We may suppose that Il^-H < « ;m for all i = l,.".,w. Since ^ e (K. n .J°, we have ^( y , , , . . . , y jm )\ < 1. Thus P is M(£", £'), £ -continuous, so A is also ^(£",£ ^-continuous. Hence A is regular. Now apply Theorem 1 to see that dP is weakly compact.
Finally, note that, according to Cauchy's formula, each of the Taylor polynomials of/ at 0 satisfies the assumption. Therefore, each has weakly compact derivative, and so we may apply Thm 3.2 of [15] to conclude that df is weakly compact.
• . The last part of this note is devoted to the relationship between the regularity and the canonical extension to the bidual of holomorphic mappings of bounded type. We refer to [4] and [6] for details about the canonical extension. Repeating the argument backwards, we are led to |i(z,, ..., z j | < ||z,|| K ... ||zJ| K (z,,..., z m g £").
So A is n(E", £')-continuous and therefore A is continuous for the topology on E" of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in £'". Thus we can apply Theorem 1 to see that A is regular.
•
We need the following lemma for the proof of our final result.
Lemma 8. Suppose that E is a complex Banach space. If M c H b (E) is a relatively compact set and df is weakly compact for every f e M, then M is equicontinuous with respect to the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in £'.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5, for every / 6 M, df maps bounded sets in £ into relatively weakly compact sets in £'. By compactness for each n e N there is a finite number of elements / , , . . . ,/"," e M such that for every feM, there is i e { 1 , . . . ,m n ) with \\f -fi\\ n u E +u E 5 V w -Therefore for any x e £ with ||x|| < n we (1) =>• (3). By [15], the Taylor polynomials P m of / at 0 have weakly compact derivatives. It then follows from Corollary 7 that the canonical extensions P m also have weakly compact derivatives. Hence, again applying [15] , / has a weakly compact derivative.
(1) => (2) . The set M = [P m : m e N} of Taylor polynomials of/ at zero is a relatively compact subset of H b (E). By Lemma 8, there is a weakly compact set C c E' such that l^mMI < ll x llc for all x 6 £ and m e N. The argument used in Corollary 7 involving the associated multilinear forms shows that \P m (z)\ < m m /m\\\z\Q for all_ z e £"_and m e N , from which it follows that the canonical extension of/, given by / -^2,P m , is locally bounded at 0 6 E" for the /*(£", £')-topology. Now, if z 0 e E" is an arbitrary point, let g : E" ->• C be given by g(z) =f(z -z 0 ). Our assumption forces the Mackey continuity of the canonical extension, A m , of every multilinear mapping A m associated to P m , and consequently, g^E = g. Since we know already that df is weakly compact, d(g k ) is weakly compact. Thus, as we have just seen, gf E -g is locally bounded at 0, hence / is locally bounded at z 0 for the n(E", £')-t0 P°l°gy-Therefore, / is n{E", E')-holomorphic ([11, 2.2.10]) and since it is bounded on bounded sets, it turns out to be /i(E", E') uniformly continuous on bounded sets.
• Remark 10. (a) In the proof of (1) => (2) in Proposition 9 we have shown that every holomorphic function / : E -y C which is uniformly continuous for the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets in £' is also continuous for this topology. Also, any of the conditions in Proposition 9 imply that, in fact, the derivative df has its range in £'.
(b) Our former results show that if the derivative of every polynomial is weakly compact, then the topology on E of uniform convergence on weakly compact sets of E' is finer than the weak polynomial topology (i.e. convergence against polynomials). In fact, it is strictly finer in general. As an example, for the (reflexive) Tsirelson space T, all polynomials are weakly sequentially continuous (see [3] ) and the unit vector basis is a weakly null sequence, hence weak polynomially null, which is not null.
